Israel:			Act Three				Exodus 19. 1-6
The middle act, or the middle age, sees a lot happening. A lot happened in a world very different from ours, and therefore for us it was a series of events and songs and aspirations we might be tempted to consign even to the dustbin of history. Yet the significance of so much of it (and there is a lot of it!) being set down in Holy Scriptures must cause us to think again. Why do we need to know so much about Israel? That is a good question.
To speak about it all in one evening is ambitious, to say the least, and even then to keep it as brief as I’m going to do, perhaps foolhardy. But it will not be the last time we dwell on the body of the Old Testament. There is much here to command our attention. For the purposes of this overview, however, I shall do it by naming the key places as much as the key people.
First on the list is Egypt (as it happens, so much in the news these weeks). Egypt is a superpower, potentially we know a source of blessing as in the experience of Joseph, but just as likely an arena where things go wrong. Cries go up to God from Egypt, and what the Bible wants us to know above all is that God hears the cries of His people. A cry says, who will come to my help? Am I alone here? God will be saying, and not for the last time in Egypt, Here I am. And so Moses led the people out of Egypt – or was it not the Lord? (Exodus 19.4) The long exchange with Pharoah is not least about, is there such a God?
Then (and we’re continually going to be selective this evening) is Sinai. It’s rather out in the middle of nowhere where God speaks to His people, to all of them. Having spoken to individuals, the word on Sinai is the unfolding of the very important notion of “covenant” and the spelling out of “law”. The people are to be a “kingdom of priests”, a “holy nation” (Exodus 19.6). In other words God’s people will mediate access to God, worshipping Him; and God’s people are not shaped as other nations may be, by whatever priorities are expedient and of the age, rather the critical shaping is about embodying that which God is – mercy, truth, love.
There’s the calling, so now let’s jump to Jerusalem, and beyond the reign of King David to King Solomon, his son. There’s a notable episode when Solomon is visited by another ruler, one from far away, from a different land and a different people, and with a different religion. The Queen of Sheba meets Solomon and captures very precisely why Solomon is so blessed: “Because His love is eternal, He has made you Israel’s king so that you can maintain law and justice” (I Kings 10.9). Rob Bell, whose quick survey I’m heavily borrowing from, then rightly notices that the Queen of Sheba’s understanding is not exactly matched by the reality. In other words, Solomon has God right behind him, but in fact he acts in a most un-godlike way. In the passages round about, we learn that he had built the temple, the palace and Jerusalem up, using slaves – he who was charged to remember that the Lord rescued His people from slavery in Egypt. And he was building military fortresses and accumulating chariots and horses which, ironically, he imported from Egypt (remember, Egyptians chased the Israelites using horse and chariot!) And he had 700 wives and 300 concubines – not exactly faithful to the Ten Commandments, which the account draws out not least by observing, these wives “turned his heart after other gods”. In sum (I Kings 10.14), he took in as a weight of gold yearly into his treasury, 666 talents. If we hadn’t got the point, there is the clincher. This is not good. This is as bad as Egypt even though it is Jerusalem.
So the next place, not immediately but very much on the back of all of this, is Babylon. Because Babylon, east of Jerusalem, will represent a people in exile – away from their home, away in many senses from their God. The prophets warned of it coming but frequently neither kings nor people had wished to listen. Again back to rock bottom, the cries go up. The need of God is at last rediscovered. And there is a new exodus, the one that this time it would be Isaiah the prophet speaking of it as involving “rising up on wings like eagles”. And again they will have to go through the wilderness; they need a straight path through the desert.  They need to hear the promises in the mouths of Isaiah or Hosea. This time, however, for all the parallels with the earlier Exodus story, the horizons of hope are being differently configured. There seems to be growing an expectation of deliverance not just for Israel but for the whole world. There seems to be growing sense that the problems to be overcome are not just circumstances and oppressors and nasties out there but also what has gone wrong within the human heart. And there was a growth of understanding that although God most certainly spoke by the prophets, and had delivered His people before by Moses the prophet, this time leadership might better come from a new sort of king – a king in David’s line but not like Solomon; a prince of peace; a king indeed who would be, contrary to all expectations, a “servant”. 
It doesn’t all immediately happen; nor, I might say, importantly, was it precisely anticipated what all the anointed one of God might do. And as the books of Ezra and Nehemiah show, there was meanwhile a return to Jerusalem, and a serious endeavour to re-establish Temple worship; and then some hundreds of years when our canon of the Old Testament went silent. Actually, to be precise, it was within this period, between around 400 and 200 B.C., that most of the canon was definitely formed, as a record to stand. Yet what I’m saying of course is that, interestingly, just as it was written down, this was not going to be the end of the story. Old Testament was going to become new. Our reading of Act Three is going to be sharpened further by discovering who comes along in Act Four.


